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Education is facing an unprecedented challenge 

– in the new reality, how can educators create 

school environments where students can learn, 

teachers can teach and everyone stays safe? 

Schools have been forced to evolve rapidly,  

searching for ways to engage both students  

in the room and those who need to learn from  

a distance.

Looking for an audio conferencing solution to 

support a hybrid learning environment? Nureva 

audio is the simplest and most flexible way to 

equip your blended learning classrooms. Thanks 

to Nureva’s Microphone Mist™ technology, you 

get full-room coverage in all your spaces, with  

no need for lapel mics or complex, expensive 

technical setups. And all it takes is hanging a 

system on a classroom wall.

With Nureva audio, teachers can teach as they 

always have, connecting with students naturally 

no matter where they are. Students can hear  

and be heard, whether sitting distanced within  

a classroom or connecting from home. And IT 

staff are saved from the complications that come 

from on-site visits and manual system calibration. 

It’s classroom audio conferencing, built for the 

new reality.

DISTANCED, BUT NOT DISCONNECTED ENGAGING REMOTE STUDENTS
Let’s face it – if students can’t hear what’s 

going on, they can’t engage. Our products 

give remote students as close to an in-class 

experience as they can get.
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BUILT FOR PHYSICAL DISTANCING
•  Ensure voices in the classroom are picked

 up, no matter how far apart everyone is

•  Enable students to fully participate and be  

heard without ever leaving their desks

•  Let teachers teach naturally without worrying  

about lapel mic batteries or dead zones

WHY CHOOSE NUREVA AUDIO? 
The Nureva® HDL200 and HDL300 audio conferencing systems are an ideal match for the current  
reality and prepare you for whatever comes next. Here’s how they help create the conditions for a  
successful hybrid approach to teaching and learning in your school or district:

SOLUTIONS YOU CAN COUNT ON
•  Minimize classroom visits with secure, cloud-based 

tools that let IT manage systems from anywhere

•  Experience increasing value over time with firmware 

updates and additional software functionality

•  Be prepared for whatever changes come next 

with technology that’s flexible and adaptable

SIMPLE AUDIO FOR COMPLEX TIMES
•  Install a system in less than 30 minutes with  

no need for specialized technicians

 

•  Reconfigure a learning space as much as you 

need – the system will automatically adjust

•  Keep things simple with USB connectivity and 

a system that works with any UC&C platform
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THE EVOLUTION  
OF CLASSROOM AUDIO

Nureva’s groundbreaking Microphone Mist technology  
fills a classroom with thousands of virtual microphones,  

so everyone can be heard, from everywhere.  
It’s the brains behind every Nureva audio system.

Microphone Mist technology
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NO HANDHELD MICS
With Nureva audio, teachers never need  

to wonder if a lapel mic is charged or if  

students are getting too close to a microphone. 

That’s because there’s no hardware to touch  

or share.

CONTINUOUS AUTOCALIBRATION
With continuous autocalibration, no one needs  

to make manual adjustments or install new  

components when a space gets reconfigured.  

Experiment as much as you need to get your 

spaces right. 

FULL-ROOM COVERAGE
No matter where a student or teacher is  

speaking in the classroom, there’s always a 

virtual microphone nearby. Students learning  

from home will have the same experience as 

those learning in person.

DISCOVER THE TECHNOLOGY 

BUILT FOR THE NEW REALITY
Schools and districts are under tremendous pressure to deliver high-quality education, no matter what  
happens. Microphone Mist technology keeps you nimble and offers clear advantages over other approaches.
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| nureva.com/audio-conferencing/microphone-mist

https://nureva.co/31UHLlC
https://nureva.co/3g4wtAl


BLENDED LEARNING
With full-room audio pickup, remote students can hear exactly 

what’s going on during a lesson, as if they were there. The system 

picks up the voices of students in the classroom as they answer 

questions, lead discussions or give presentations – all from the 

safety of their desks. Everyone feels engaged and connected. 

NONTRADITIONAL LEARNING SPACES
If physical distancing mandates require you to spread students  

out into other spaces, Nureva is here to help. You can turn a  

gymnasium, library, foyer or even a hallway into an audio-equipped 

learning space. It’s as simple as mounting an HDL200 system to a 

mobile cart with a display and moving it where it’s needed most.

EASY DOES IT
Teachers need to spend their energy  

reaching their students. There’s no time to 

master complicated technology products.

That’s why we designed Nureva audio to 

do the hard work behind the scenes so 

teachers and IT staff don’t have to. 

MADE FOR FLEXIBILITY
Now more than ever, change is inevitable. So Nureva audio easily adapts to a variety of hybrid learning 
scenarios. And when things inevitably change again, it helps you pivot quickly to whatever you need next. 
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HDL300  
AUDIO CONFERENCING SYSTEM

For microphone coverage up to 25' x 25' | 7.6 x 7.6 m

FULL-ROOM COVERAGE IN CLASSROOMS
8,192 virtual microphones offer full-room coverage in  

standard classrooms and learning spaces.

AUDIO FOR ALTERNATIVE SPACES
Add audio conferencing to libraries, gymnasiums,  

hallways and other nontraditional classroom spaces.

DIY INSTALLATION
Install in around 30 minutes. There’s no need to hire  

a technician and almost no classroom down time.

HDL200  
AUDIO CONFERENCING SYSTEM

For microphone coverage up to 18' x 18' | 5.5 x 5.5 m

FULL-ROOM COVERAGE IN SMALL SPACES
4,096 virtual microphones offer full-room coverage  

in small learning spaces.

FOCUSED PICKUP IN LARGER ROOMS 
Set your coverage zone to the front of the room to  

focus audio pickup on the teacher’s voice.

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION OPTIONS
Install almost anywhere, or mount on a mobile cart  

to move from room to room.

SPECS | nureva.com/audio-conferencing/hdl200#spec
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SPECS | nureva.com/audio-conferencing/hdl300#spec

https://nureva.co/3iRiuzt
https://nureva.co/3kTa7VX


REMOTE MANAGEMENT
Nureva Console is cloud based so you can save time by checking the status of all 

your audio conferencing systems from anywhere.

EFFORTLESS UPDATES
Use Nureva Console to keep all your systems up to date with all of Nureva audio’s 

latest features and firmware updates.

EXTRA WARRANTY PROTECTION
When you enroll your systems in Nureva Console, get an extra year of warranty  

absolutely free (in addition to the two years that come standard).

NUREVA CONSOLE
Manage and monitor all your Nureva audio conferencing 
systems from a single, secure dashboard. Whether you’re 
in a school or the district office, you have everything  
you need.

At Nureva, we’re dedicated to simplicity.  
Everything needs to be easy.

Easy to share. Easy to install.
Easy to use. Easy to support.
Easy to deploy. Easy to upgrade.
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NOW HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
 

It takes just 15 minutes to hear exactly how Nureva audio sounds, plus 
get your questions answered by one of our audio conferencing experts. 

ABOUT NUREVA
Nureva is a technology-rich, award-winning  

private company that imagines and builds simple 

and effective audio conferencing solutions for the 

new reality. Its products are an ideal fit for today’s 

blended learning classrooms, making it easy 

for students and teachers to hear and be heard 

whether in the classroom or participating from 

home. Our team has deep roots in education and  

innovation, and our commitment to fresh thinking 

and simplicity is built into every Nureva solution.

HOW TO BUY
Parmetech, Inc. is a Nureva products reseller.

Contact us for more information:

sales@parmetech.com

(800) 727-6383

www.parmetech.com

BOOK YOUR LIVE, ONLINE DEMO
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|  nureva.com/k12-demo

https://nureva.co/3kRAPOM
https://nureva.co/3aw5yvW



